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Upcoming Training Schedule
TRI Alliance’s certification training programs are designed to train roofers and
roofing professionals in code-approved installation methods. Codes are often

updated, especially in hurricane-prone and fire-prone regions, and TRI Alliance
provides the latest information on rapidly changing standards and upgrades to

installation techniques.

Check out our upcoming training courses today! 

6/17: FREE TRI Short Course: Adapting to Material Shortages & Rising
Costs

Guest Speaker: Trent Cotney, CEO, Cotney Attorneys & Consultants

With limited material availability and skyrocketing prices, how can roofers
successfully complete their projects? Trent Cotney will help you navigate
supply chain disruptions with legal and business tips.

6/30: Manual Certification Webinar

The TRI Manual Certification training is for entry level and experienced roofers,
consultants, and industry professionals who work with tile roofing (outside of
Florida*), and want to expand their skills. It provides a foundation of knowledge
for people new to the industry and helps more experienced people gain
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efficiency. Those who pass the multiple-choice test can market their knowledge
using the TRI Certification logo on their website and marketing materials.

Industry News
This week, Florida Governor Ron DeSantis officially signed into law reform

legislation on property insurance and roofing contractor practices, a measure
some say is having a positive impact even before it goes into effect. 

What is SB 76?

. This bill protects Florida families by restructuring litigation rules for disputed
insurance claims; expressly disallows contractors, public adjusters, and

companies from using prohibited advertisements that encourage Floridians to
make an insurance claim for roof damage; and imposes a fine of up to $10,000

when companies violate the law. 
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TRI Alliance is your premier resource for
training, education and up-to-date information
on tile roofing trends and innovations. As a
member, you’ll receive timely updates on
technical and code changes and have
opportunities to connect with tile roofing
industry leaders.

REGISTER TODAY

Learn About SB 76 Impact on Roofing Industry
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Make use of our expertise. Contact us today!
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